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CARBON DIOXIDE LEVEL HITS 400 PARTS PER MILLION FOR FIRST TIME IN HUMAN EXISTENCE.
dioxide (CO2) levels in our
atmosphere have reached
400 parts per million (ppm).
The units, parts per million,
are not important. What is
important is that the last
time CO2 levels were this
high, it was so long ago that
our

species,

Sapiens,

did

Homo
not

exist.

Important, too, is this: the
rapid rise in CO2 shows that
human

actions

are

the

cause. No one can look at
this graph and come to any
other conclusion.
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S A S K AT C H E WA N C I T I Z E N S ’ H E A R I N G S O N C L I M AT E C H A N G E
Major Saskatoon event on Friday, November 1st and Saturday, November 2nd , 2013
www.skclimatehearings.org

Plan to attend the Saskatchewan Citizens’ Hearings on Climate Change, 9 AM to 9 PM, Friday November 1st and Saturday November
2nd, 2013, in Saskatoon, at The Refinery Arts and Spirit Centre, 609 Dufferin Avenue. The event is FREE, and all citizens are urged to
attend. This will be an important opportunity for our community to come together and share information and concerns regarding climate
change. This is your chance to learn more and to make your voice heard. Please mark your calendar.
The two-day event will feature a diverse mix of presentations on climate change, its impacts, and solutions. There will be presentations
by scientists, ethicists, labour and business leaders, energy experts, young environmental leaders, farmers, First Nations, fishers,
parents and grandparents, and many others. Keynote speakers (via carbon-saving video link) will include: Hans-Josef Fell, German
Green Party MP, and framer of that country’s renewable energy legislation; (Cont’d on next page)

Kathleen Dean Moore, Distinguished Professor of Philosophy, and author of Moral Ground: Ethical Action for a Planet in Peril; and
Kirsten Zickfeld, Assistant Geography Professor at Simon Fraser University. Four commissioners will listen to the presentations
and draft a report summarizing the testimony. This report will become a major educational and organizing tool for Saskatchewan
communities working on climate change and energy alternatives.

The event is FREE, open to everyone, and designed to catalyze
discussion and action on climate change impacts and responses.
For more information, and regular updates, see:
WEBSITE: www.skclimatehearings.org
FACEBOOK: www.facebook.com/skclimatehearings
TWITTER: @climatesk

CARBON DIOXIDE LEVEL HITS 400 PARTS PER MILLION, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
CO2 levels topped 400 ppm for the first time in May of this year. Normal levels are below
300 ppm. The graph on page one shows that unless we rapidly cut fossil fuel use and
greenhouse gas emissions, we will push CO2 levels above 500 or 600 ppm —perhaps
doubling normal concentrations. Increases of this magnitude will mean several degrees

CO

of warming in Saskatchewan; more frequent and more severe droughts, floods,
tornados, hailstorms, and other severe weather; damage to natural ecosystems; extinctions; and a body blow to the global economy, upon which many Saskatchewan jobs
depend.
The troughs in the graph correspond to cooling cycles, aka ice ages, and the peaks to
warm periods. Not once in the 800 millennia covered by the graph, not once during nine
cooling and warming cycles did CO2 levels top 300 ppm. Thus, we cannot overstate the
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gravity, novelty, and menace of news from this past May that we have reached 400 ppm.
Human activity has pushed our planet far beyond the normal and safe operating limits
that have held for nearly a million years—for the entire time our species has existed.
Not only are current CO2 levels unprecedented in the past 800 millennia, the rate of
increase is unprecedented. Levels have increased 100 ppm in 100 years. Such an
increase usually takes 10,000 years. Because of human actions, levels are rising 100
times faster. The rapid rise is visible in the graph—the line goes straight up.
CO2 measurements for recent decades come from air samples taken at the US government’s Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii and from sampling programs around the world.
CO2 measurements for past centuries come from analyses of air trapped in bubbles in
Antarctic ice. Scientists have taken air samples from multiple ice cores. Each core has
been sampled and analyzed at multiple facilities using multiple techniques. Because of
this duplicate testing, scientists agree that ice-core data accurately reflects CO2 levels in
previous millennia. We can know past CO2 levels with a high degree of certainty.
Detailed sources for the graph on Page 1 available on request. See email address on
back page.
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S A S K AT C H E W A N H A S H I G H E S T P E R - C A P I TA
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS IN THE WORLD.

If our province were a country, Saskatchewan and its commodity-boom economy would be number one in the world in terms of per-capita
greenhouse gas emissions. Our emissions of nearly 70 tonnes each (CO2 equivalent) are higher than the per-capita emissions of any
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nation on Earth, higher even than other resource-based economies such as Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

Our province’s per-capita emissions are three times higher than those of the US. Our per-capita emissions are three-and-a-half times
higher than those of Canada overall. AND OUR EMISSIONS ARE TEN TIMES HIGHER THAN THE GLOBAL AVERAGE. Per person,
Germany’s prosperous industrial economy emits one-sixth as much greenhouse gas as Saskatchewan’s. With regard to climate
change, Saskatchewan citizens should probably agree with Pogo: "We have met the enemy and he is us."
The point is not that Saskatchewan should stop producing wheat and oil and potash. Instead, the point is that the way we have chosen
to create our prosperity is placing far too heavy a burden on the Earth, our climate, and the future.

SSASKATCHEWAN MUST FIND WAYS TO CREATE LIVING-WAGE JOBS, STABILITY, PROSPERITY, VIBRANT
COMMUNITIES, AND HAPPINESS THAT DO NOT LEAD TO OVERSIZED AND UNSUSTAINABLE EMISSIONS.
Sources for graph: UN and Government of Canada. Details available on request.

S A S K AT C H E WA N O R G A N I Z AT I O N S W O R K I N G T O
E D U C AT E C I T I Z E N S A B O U T C L I M AT E C H A N G E
Saskatchewan citizens have come together to found and to expand organizations that can help our province chart a better path, reduce
our greenhouse gas emissions, avert climate calamity, and build a 21st Century economy built on alternative energy systems. Organizations include:

SASKATCHEWAN ECO NETWORK (SEN)
www.econet.ca
(306) 652-1275
info@econet.ca

SASKATCHEWAN ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIETY (SES)
www.environmentalsociety.ca
(306) 665-1915
info@environmentalsociety.ca

CLIMATE JUSTICE SASKATOON (CJS)
www.climatejusticesaskatoon.wordpress.com
(306) 277-1266

GREEN ENERGY PROJECT SASKATCHEWAN (GEPS)
www.greenenergysask.ca
(306) 249-4101
These organizations are run primarily by volunteers. All would benefit from your financial support, to enable them to expand and accelerate their work on your behalf. Alternatively, if you would like to make a donation to the Saskatchewan Citizens’ Hearings on Climate
Change, please send cheques to:
SK Citizens Hearing
535 - 8th St. E.
Saskatoon SK S7H 0P9

IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE:

Join one or more organizations and help move Saskatchewan toward a better climate future. Join SEN, SES, CJS, or GEPS,

1>contact information above.

Become active in the organizations of your choice: attend rallies, organize events, write letters and flyers, help with research,

2>spread the word and advance alternatives.

3>Set up an ongoing monthly donation to one (or more) of the organizations above.
Plan to attend the Saskatchewan Citizens’ Hearings on Climate Change, Nov. 1 & 2 at the Refinery in Saskatoon. Go to

4>www.skclimatehearings.org for more info.
5>Support political policies that reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and support alternative energy.
6>Take steps to reduce energy use in your home and transport activities.

Saskatchewan Climate Times is a collaborative publication written and published by a group of individuals active with several organizations working on climate change in Saskatchewan. The articles here may not reflect the positions of the organizations mentioned on
these pages. If you have comments on this publication, or questions, please email saskclimate@gmail.com. Thank you for taking the
time to read this publication.

